
My exhibition for the 33rd São Paulo biennial is called The Slow Bird. 

All artworks in my exhibition except for one have been specially commissioned for this 
occasion as antidotes to the idea of velocity embedded in the building. I chose this path 
after experiencing the building, being present here and identifying it as a point of 
encounter, a frontier between human and non human life, between different temporalities 
and ways of perception that we can eventually access to and gain an alternative 
understanding of the surrounding world through them. 

For me, Gabriel’s proposal pointed -from the very title, Affective affinities- to a query about 
methodology. The way we relate to each other, how curious we are about each other, what 
potential we are able to see in each other, how we make choices, condition the questions 
we ask and what we can obtain as a result. For me then the methodology was the content 
and the theme, if any, of this biennial.

I found this aspect of Gabriel’s proposal fascinating, because he was asking us to develop 
a very peculiar methodology: we were not invited by Gabriel to just be curators, but to 
become an artist/curator, that is, not only an artist who assumes a curatorial role, but an 
artist who does so while at the same time placing our work as the subject of this curatorial 
plan.

I found this very challenging because right at the beginning I discarded the possibility of 
using artworks as raw material to illustrate ideas about my own work. I wanted to create as 
much of a horizontal structure as possible and be just one more artist in my exhibition. But 
this generated a contradiction with being a curator, because the curatorial role is 
necessarily hierarchical. A curator can only act as a translator of other people’s texts. In 
short, the curator is someone who has the last word. The curatorial role implies as well a 
responsibility to create a common territory, design a policy for that common territory and 
keep a bird’s view of the whole at all times. So, for me the challenge was how to be 
playing in the field while watching it all from above at the same time.

I solved this by creating two narrative levels. 

I started by selecting artists whose creative processes I was interested in because their 
works deal with narrative, but at the same time are accesible at a direct, perceptual level, 
before intellectual understanding interferes in their appreciation. Their practices also cover 
a diversity of artistic languages. 

In order to create a common ground while allowing every artist to develop their own 
creative processes, I offered them a common departure point, rather than a point of arrival 
or a theme. This point of departure was to think about the possibilities of existence of a 
slow bird, an ambiguous fictional creature, almost an oxymoron in itself, that could be 
interpreted in different ways by each artist. I also shared with the artists a couple of 
references as triggers for their creative processes: the one artwork I did not commission, 
which was Roderick Hietbrink’s The Living Room, a quote about birds and storytelling by 
Clarice Lispector and a detective story, The Purloined Letter by Edgar Allan Poe.

We also discussed the concept of transcreation, coined by Brazilian translator and poet 
Haroldo de Campos, as a technique that was going to be used as a curatorial strategy.



In order to solve the contradiction of being part of the exhibition in a double capacity, I 
created a meta-narrative. I invited a writer and translator, Pablo M. Ruiz, with the specific 
mission of writing a fictional text which contains aspects of the curatorial exercise that I 
wanted to highlight. This text exists in the exhibition in two ways: as a detective story, 
written by this writer and published in a book that works transversally in relation to the 
exhibition, and as raw material of my own artwork for The Slow Bird, which works both as 
one more artwork and as the curatorial text for the show.

Affective affinities were developed between the projects as the artists’ creative processes 
unravelled and as I was having conversation with them about their projects evolved. As a 
result, works came together in the show in a very organic way, both physically and 
conceptually. There are conceptual and perceptual common threads in The Slow Bird 
exhibition that you can establish amongst works which were born out of the core of the 
artists’ practices: out of creative decisions. The Slow Bird is an invitation to meet and read 
these common threads, rejoicing at the certainty that there will be as many interpretations 
as readers or spectators.


